WorldCat (OCLC) Outgoing Z39.50 Configuration (lguy@Mines.edu)

(note these screenshots search the FirstSearch database which includes worldcat, to search worldcat alone, use address: zcat.oclc.org and database name: OLUCWorldCat)

http://www.oclc.org/support/documentation/firstsearch/z3950/fs_z39_config_guide/default.htm

webvoyage.properties:

connect.db.group1.WORLD.order=4
connect.db.group1.WORLD.dbCode=WORLD
connect.db.group1.WORLD.name=WorldCat
connect.db.group1.WORLD.config=holdingsInfo.zbib.properties

NB I have hook to holdings set up. It is not required. Also note this is not set up for public use. I have Access Control Groups set to control that.
Search Code: ISSN

Attribute Description: ISSN

Use Attribute: 8

Relation Attribute: equal

Position Attribute: any position in field

Structure Attribute: <unspecified>

Completeness Attribute: incomplete subfield

- Left-hand truncation
- Right-hand truncation

- Boolean Enabled
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